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Decoding Customer 
Interactions: 

The Power of 
Understanding 

Human 
Communication
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Session Overview

With the numerous human-based metrics used to manage corporate performance, most contact center operations have 
focused their investment decisions on technical advancements that remove the human component.   

Yet, measures involving VoC, Promoters, and QA remain prevalent throughout all organizations. Many executives have 
sought to learn the true ROI involving sentiment… a high QA score… or even Top Box satisfaction. For many, attaching an 
ROI to these metrics appears daunting, moving them to a ‘necessary evil’ expense line. In the age of AI, we find ourselves 
pushing for investment success associated with corporate efficiency and reduced headcount, but how about the same rigor 
toward retaining humanity in our enterprises? Societal research continues to show that people resonate with and need 
personal connection. The relationship between our customers and brands should capitalize on that need while continuing to 
foster satisfaction with product offerings.

Hear from industry-leading executives who have capitalized on humanity’s power and created tangible business results. Then 
let’s collaborate as a Community to define what tangible success means for our Humanity Factors. Facilitated break-out 
tables will focus on customer sentiment, agent behavioral factors, customer satisfaction, and the difference between 
proactive and reactive communication analyses to design the next generation of ROI models as we embrace the AI era.



20From the Tagline of 
‘This Call May be Monitored for 

Quality Assurance’ 

to Anna®, the industry’s first AI- 
conversational QA assessment platform, 

TPG founded and reinvented the 
Independent Quality Assurance market.
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Human Expression: What We Claim to Value

Sentiment… Language… Speech… QA…   

Today’s vernacular as we move into the AI-Era

We all reference these terms, but do we know how to place tangible 
value on the human voice expressing such communication?  
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Efficiency Metrics: What We Find Tangible to Value

Sentiment                  Resolution Rate

Conversion Rate  Voice of Customer

AHT                            CSAT

 Speech Analytics    QA         Self-Serve Technology     
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But There Is A Formula to Retain our Humanity

Our Research shows that effective communication has a stronger 
relationship to sales revenues than price

And will overcome tedious systems to secure Top Box CSAT

How??

Effective 
Communication Skills

Customer Sentiment 
Reaction
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Communication Skills Client Demeanor Sales Effectiveness

The Morgan & Morgan Story

We follow a Proven 
Formula to Transform “QA” 

into a Business 
Transformation Model 

focusing on:

 How Effectively We 
Communicate and Not 
Avoiding Connection with 

our Clients

 



Data Driven Coaching Priorities

We put science behind our assessment learnings to focus on the 
behaviors that matter.  This approach, along with our coaching methods, 

transforms “QA” into “CX” with behavioral coaching leading to business 
improvements. 
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The Impact That We Made

The proof that we are making a difference
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The Impact of Effective Communication

Our Impact is 
resulting in 
3,000 more 

clients being 
helped 

generating 
more than $55 

million in 
annualized 
revenuesJuly

94.19%
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Humanity Factors: How To Get Results

How Do We Define Humanity Factors?

How Do We Quantify Their Value?



Thank You



Live Results
https://tpginc.vortext.ca/smslivepoll.cfm?b=7195#1

https://tpginc.vortext.ca/smslivepoll.cfm?b=7195

